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For my final lecture at Nichibunken, I decided to focus on nuns 
whose portraits are preserved at temples associated with two impe-
rial Buddhist convents （formerly called bikuni gosho） that I have 
been researching in recent years : Zuiryūji and Hōkyōji. Zuiryūji has 
been notably absent from researches and exhibitions related to 
Japan’s imperial convents, despite being founded by the elder sister 
Tomo （1533–1625） of Toyotomi Hideyoshi. One of the reasons the 
convent has been overlooked is its relocation from Kyoto to a moun-
tain in Ōmi Hachiman （Shiga prefecture） in the 1960s, physically 
removing it from the public eye. However, for more than three hun-
dred years, Zuiryūji was one of the highest ranking and wealthy （in 
terms of land holdings） bikuni gosho in Kyoto.
　Original documents reportedly have not survived, presumably 
because the convent was largely destroyed by fire in the eighteenth 
century. Luckily, I discovered a cache of important objects and mate-
rials at the temple Zenshōji, where all of the Zuiryūji abbesses are 
buried. Using these materials as a springboard, I have tried to recon-






































Portrait of Abbess Nisshū （dated 1601） enshrined at Zenshōji
善正寺本堂内の日秀尼像（慶長 ₆年）



































successive abbesses. Because of time restrictions, in my lecture I 
focused primarily on founder, who was a devoted follower of the 
Hokke or Nichiren sect of Buddhism which flourished in Kyoto 
during her lifetime.
　Prior to establishing her own temple, Tomo was an important 
benefactor for two major Hokke headquarters temples : Honkokuji in 
Kyoto and Kuonji on Mt. Minobu in Yamanashi prefecture. She gift-
ed many buildings and sculptures in memory of her deceased chil-
dren, but the structures were all destroyed by fires. The only objects 
that remain are a seated image of Muhengyō Bosatsu at Kuonji and 
a large bell from Honkokuji.
　Tomo took the tonsure and adopted the Buddhist name Nisshū 
after her eldest son Hidetsugu was forced to commit seppuku. 
Emperor Goyōzei granted her land in central Kyoto （vicinity of 
Horikawa/Imadegawa） to construct a convent, which he named 
Zuiryūji, around 1597. Around the same time she also established 
Zenshōji near Okazaki Park and it was here that Hidetsugu’s 
remains were laid to rest. Abbess Nisshū had portrait sculptures of 
Hidetsugu and herself installed in Zenshōji’s main worship hall. A 
painted portrait of Nisshū also survives at Zenshōji, likewise com-
missioned by herself as a kind of gyakushū, to be used in premortem 
rituals in preparation for her own death. These portraits are import-
ant material objects transmitting the abbess’s personal character 
and religious zeal.
　The second half of my lecture focused on a unique set of four 
sculptural portraits representing abbesses from Hōkyōji that are 
enshrined at Shinnyoji, which serves as the convent’s mortuary 
temple. The four abbesses were active in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries ; three of them were daughters of emperors. 
However, because of disrupted traditions and forgotten names, for 
the past few decades these magnificent portrait sculptures have 
been sitting in obscurity, their wooden bodies developing cracks 
and their polychromed surfaces slowly disintegrating. Since 2014 I 
have worked with the Medieval Japanese Studies Institute （Center 
for the Study of Women, Buddhism, and Cultural History） in Kyoto 
to apply for funding to get the statues restored, and the final image 
was completed at the end of March 2019. I feel strongly that as 
scholars we should not only “take” in our research forays, but also 
“give back” to the temples housing the objects of our studies. In 
addition to introducing these imperial nuns, I discussed how tem-
ple documents, coupled with the inscriptions and objects discov-
ered inside the statues during the restoration process, helped to 
confirm the identities of the four portrait sculptures and to piece 
together the circumstances surrounding their creation. Now that I 
am freed from routine duties at Nichibunken, I am looking forward 
to focusing more of my energy on research and writing, so that the 
abbesses of former bikuni gosho can be restored to Japan’s reli-
gious and cultural history.
Portrait Sculptures of Hōkyōji Abbesses （17th–18th centu-
ries） enshrined at Shinnyoji
真如寺に祀られている宝鏡寺門跡の歴代尼僧肖像（₁₇～₁₈
世紀）
